Kentucky’s Climate Is Suffering
by Andrew McCormick
Sep. 24, 2020: Louisville – April 15.  That’s the traditional frost-free date in Schochoh, the small community in south-central Kentucky, where Sam Halcomb and his family own and operate Walnut Grove Farms.  Before then, the soft red winter wheat that Halcomb grows, which finds its way into McDonald’s biscuits and grocery store pancake mixes, is flowering and especially vulnerable to cold.  The frost-free date is an estimate, based on years of experience.  If you make it past that date, you’re likely to have a healthy harvest.
This year, a freeze came on exactly April 15, with early morning temperatures dropping into the mid-20s Fahrenheit.  “We were all smacking our heads, saying, ‘Ah, we almost made it’,” Halcomb said.  Then, on May 9, another freeze hit.
2 late freezes in one season was “completely unheard of,” said Halcomb, a 6th generation farmer.  “In my whole life, I don’t remember ever having a freeze that late.”  A typical wheat yield at Walnut Grove is 85 bushels per acre; this year, it was closer to 60.  Halcomb’s losses totaled about $200,000.
Kentucky’s climate is changing quickly.  The Bluegrass State is the 9th most threatened state in the country by long-term climate change impacts, according to a recent study by SafeHome.org, based on data from Climate Central.  That puts it ahead of even California, where wildfires recently have wreaked havoc.  Erratic weather, exceptional heat, drought, wildfires and flooding all threaten Kentucky.
There’s a growing environmental movement in the state.  More leaders than ever are speaking the language of sustainability.  Coal industry ties run deep, however, and, for many, talk of change is anathema.  The state legislature has mostly avoided the climate issue.  US Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell, by far the state’s best-known politician, has been a dedicated opponent of climate action in Washington.
Kentucky is a microcosm of the nation’s climate dilemma.  The effects of the climate crisis are clear here, but legacy interests and the forces of change are at an impasse.  “There’s a lag between where we need to be and where we’re at right now,” said Lane Boldman.  He directs the Kentucky Conservation Committee, a non-profit environmental policy group.  “And there really isn’t a lot of time.”
…
3 of the 5 wettest years on record in the state have been in the last decade.  This summer saw the most rain of any 2-month period on record, going back to 1895.  More rain can boost crops.  But in many parts of Kentucky, rain now comes in unhelpful torrents.  In both the eastern mountains and urban areas, excessive rain has contributed to severe and frequent flooding.  In Louisville, this year, rain has turned neighborhoods into swamps and devastated businesses.
The climate crisis is not the explicit nor the sole cause of all this rain.  But the precipitation uptick is “very much consistent” with scientific projections for how climate change will play out in the state, Stuart Foster, Kentucky’s state climatologist, said.
Many in the state remain unconvinced.  According to a study this month by Yale and George Mason universities, Kentucky is 1 of only 4 states in the country where a majority of adults do not believe global warming is caused by humans.
Similar apathy reigns in the state legislature, where Republicans hold a lock on both houses.  The chair of the House Natural Resources and Energy committee, Jim Gooch, for example, told Louisville’s WFPL radio station recently that the science on climate change remains unsettled.  Other legislators seem still beholden to the coal industry, reform advocates say, and to utility companies.
Boldman, of the Kentucky Conservation Committee, warned that Kentucky could soon become less attractive to outside companies – who increasingly are making their own climate commitments to consumers – that might otherwise eye the state for investment.  “It can turn companies off, if they see a state still hanging on to legacy energy,” Boldman said.  “Companies now are looking for renewables, and we’re playing catch up.”
…
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